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THE EXACTING SCIENCE OF BEING EXACT
16 November 2013 – 14 Kislev 5774

Akurians, on my command:
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME:

"Most High Lord of All Creation, ALIAH ASUR HIGH: This is my True and
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command:

"Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision: All Creation without an
living Anunnaki, without a living Nefilim, without a living Grey, without a living Jesuit,
without a living Jew, without a living Levite, without a living Christian, without a living
Muslim, without a living Illuminati; without a living Socialist; all dead and disposed of that
they no more contaminate Creation; The Most High will protect the Righteous;
Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision."

Basic RC – F (frequency) = 1/(2 pi (6.283185307) X R (resistance in ohms) X C (capacitance in
farads).  Pi times two multiplied by Resistance in ohms multiplied by Capacitance in Farads
divided into 1 equals the RC Constant Frequency.  Multiplying 2Pi, Resistance and
Capacitance in any order THEN divided into 1 (one) will produce the same result Frequency.
http://science.howstuffworks.com/electronics-info.htm
http://electronics.howstuffworks.com/capacitor.htm
http://science.howstuffworks.com/resistor-info.htm

 When we get to the hammer point, you're going to need the photo of Harry Reid in his
coffin.  While we proceed, get it ready to view.

 The biggest failure of any connection project is the requirement to first-clean-it!  Don't
clean it and it won't deliver as expected.  Even in high-tech soldering, cleaning the parts to be
soldered together is actually a greater expense than the soldering itself.  Permitting any
contaminants into the solder joint is equally disastrous.

 The same is true in the EXACTING science of Meta-Physics – contamination, regardless
of how small – is a sure and certain failure from the expected results.  Even a clear description
that has separate reasoning will fail or considerably delay the intended result.

 Let's take a TEAM effort for example.  Harry Mason Reid.  We've put him in more
misery than most of us can understand, yet the Anunnaki are keeping him up and running, at least
for appearances.  Why?  Because Akurian "A" wants him dead for one reason and Akurian "B"
wants him dead for ANY other!  WHAT that difference is doesn't matter:  IT'S A
CONTAMINATION!  A diversion of the intended energies …

 Now let's refine the TEAM agenda.  Suffice it to say, Harry Reid is a full-blown and
above-the-law TRAITOR to the Nation, Constitution and Bill of Rights.  And for the sake of this
instructional, let's say that "I" want him dead because he's a Democrat and I'm a Republican; and
Akurian "A" wants him dead – and justifiably so – because he's a closet racist hell-bent on killing
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as many Blacks and Hispanics as his authority can deliver.  The only agreement is, that Harry
Reid needs killing!  Each reason is a diversion of Death Energies from the other!

 But that's not the end of the diversion!  If "I" and Akurian "A" can manage to deliver the
exact Death Energies for the same reason and we hammer him; and then on our own either of us
hits him again for our own reason:  we've just polluted the entire effort!  We may as well have
been jackass at the outset because the end result is going to be the same.

 Sounds easy to cure, doesn't it?  Well, as we all damned well know, it isn't!  Even
Akurians are emotional beings, and some of us have very little control over our emotions.  We
lack the ability to – for want of a better term – to "go neutral" which is NOT the same thing as
holding our temper.  There is but ONE way to handle our inherent emotions:  and that is to
CONTROL them rather than permitting them to CONTROL us.  The best way to do that is to
KNOW the cause and reason for our opinion or emotion is (1) not eternal; (2) not infallible; and
(3) the Bastard That Be who initiated those emotions in us is immune!  We WILL get them, in
our own time, at our own leisure, and for our own purposes.  We just can't blast-off incoherently
and really get a damned thing done the way we want it.

 So, tonight, regardless of our individual considerations toward Harry Reid, we need to
CLEAN him of any and all contaminated energies we've infected him with.  THEN we're going
to hammer his OWG ass for the SAME reason from all of us, without exception:  HIGH
TREASON!  Nothing else.  Anything and everything else he's guilty of is a distraction and
diversion from the KILL THE BASTARD FirePower we need to apply to him for the solitary
crime of HIGH TREASON!

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

 YESHAMA DELIAH!  (yeh-sha-ma de-lie-ah  On my/our Authority)
 ASUM DE AL HMONGA! (as-um de al who-Mon-Ga  All energies hear me/us)

 Using your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE, prepare to ascend the Planes of Heaven.

 Akurians, we want all the energies and forces in and around Harry Mason Reid removed. 
No exceptions.  Discern him – clean him – by making all energies and forces around him
dissolve into nothing.

 Now access your picture of Harry Reid.

 Pick out a place near by where you can view the Etheric Image once we get to that point.

 Look at that picture of Harry Reid until you see a halo around it, and let it gel.  Keep your
eyes focused on the same place in the photo or you're going to have a layered composite that
won't work.  This is the first charging.
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Akurians, on my Command:
 Ascend the Planes of Heaven:

HATHOR … HASTERAH … HESTERAH … IDEAH … HAKARMAH …
HASANNAH.
 In the Plane of HASANNAH, call forth the Great Elements:

AKASHA … AIR … FIRE … WATER … EARTH!
 Now you are empowered.
 At this point REVIEW your photo of Harry Mason Reid.
 Look at that picture of Harry Reid until you see a halo around it and if you've done
everything correctly, the halo should be a glimmering WHITE!
 Hold your eyes at the same place until you have a solid Etheric Image, checking its
density by glancing toward the clear area you chose earlier, and returning to the actual picture.
 Discern the body of Harry Mason Reid.

 Now repeat with me:
 "Harry Mason Reid, Harry Mason Reid, you have been weighed in the balance and
found wanting.  You are guilty of HIGH TREASON against the Constitution, against the
Bill of Rights and against the United States.  Death immediate be upon you."
 Now cause your Etheric Image of Harry Mason Reid to enter into Harry Mason Reid and
bind it to him, coffin and all.  This coffin is part of the Etheric Image of Death and he should be
IN that coffin.  When you have bound your image to him properly, it should not be visible in
your mind's eye as an Etheric Image.  This may take a few minutes.
 You have made room to exist in Harry Mason Reid for Death.
 Now, let go of all the energies and forces you have bound into Harry Mason Reid and let
them exterminate him.
 Descend the Planes of Heaven:
 HASANNAH … HAKARMAH … IDEAH … HESTERAH … HASTERAH …
HATHOR … EARTH!

 Clean and re-energize yourself with energies FROM the Sun as you deem necessary.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

Akurians, on my command:
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME:

"Most High Lord of All Creation, ALIAH ASUR HIGH: This is my True and
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command:

"Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision: All Creation without an
living Anunnaki, without a living Nefilim, without a living Grey, without a living Jesuit,
without a living Jew, without a living Levite, without a living Christian, without a living
Muslim, without a living Illuminati; without a living Socialist; all dead and disposed of that
they no more contaminate Creation; The Most High will protect the Righteous;
Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision."
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